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should take refuge in a neutral
The ship which is pursuing her can wait her deport.
parture, so that the pursuit is necessarily suspended, but
not abandoned. Capture is no longer possible when the
blockade has been raised.
suffice that the vessel

Article

A

21.

found guilty of violation of blockade is liable to
condemnation.
The cargo is also liable to condemnation,
vessel

proved that at the time the goods were shipped
the shipper neither knew nor could have Jcnown of the

unless

it is

intention to violate the blockade.

The vessel is condemned in all
condemned on principle, but

also

cases.

The cargo

is

there remains to the

interested party the possibility of opposing a plea of

good faith, that is to say, of proving that, when the goods
were shipped, the shipper did not know and could not
have known of the intention to break the blockade.
Chapter II.— CONTRABAND

OF WAR.

This chapter is one of the most, if not the most important, of the Declaration.
It deals with a matter which
has sometimes provoked grave disputes between belligerTherefore there have often been deents and neutrals.
manded in an urgent manner regulations which would
establish exactly the rights and duties of each.
Peaceful
trade may be grateful for the precision which for the first
time is given to this subject of the highest importance to
its interests.

The notion

contraband of war admits of two elements: it concerns objects of a certain kind and with a
certain destination.
Cannons, for instance, are carried
in a neutral vessel.
Are they contraband? That depends: if they are destined for a neutral Government,
no; if they are destined for an enemy Government,
yes.
The trade in certain articles is by no means forbidden in a general manner during war; it is the trade
in these articles with the enemy which is illicit, and
of
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au detriment duquel

cite et contre lequel le belligerant,
il

qu'admet

se fait, peut se proteger par les mesures

le

droit des gens.

22 et 24 enumerent les objets et materiaux
qui sont susceptibles de constituer de la contrebande de
guerre et qui en constituent efTectivement, quand ils ont
une certaine destination, qui est dSterminee par les artiLa distinction traditionnelle de la contrecles 30 et 33.
bande dbsolue et de la contrebande conditionnelle est maintenue; a la premiere se referent les articles 22 et 30, a la
seconde les articles 24 et 33.

Les

articles

Article

22.

Sont de plein droit consideres comme contrebande de
guerre les objets et materiaux suivants, compris sous le nom
de contrebande absolue, savoir:
1°

Les amies de toute nature, y compris

les

armes de

cartouches

de toute

chasse, et les pieces detachees caracterisees.

2° Les

nature,

projectiles,

et les

gargousses,

et

pieces detachees caracterisees.

3° Les poudres

et les

explosifs specialement affectes

a

la

guerre.

4° Les affuts, caissons, avant-trains, fourgons, forges de

campagne, et les pieces detachees caracterisees.
5° Les effets d'habillement et d' equip ement militaires
caracterises.

6°

Les

harnachements militaires caracterises de toute

nature.
7° Les

animaux de

selle,

de trait

et

de bat, utilisables pour

la guerre.

8°

Le materiel de campement

et

les

pieces

detachees

caracterisees.

9° Les plaques de blindage.

10° Les bdtiments

et

embarcations de guerre

detachees specialement caracterisees
utilisees

que sur

un

navire de guerre.

et les

pieces

comme ne pouvant

etre
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against which the belligerent to whose detriment it is
undertaken may protect himself by the measures which
international law admits;

and 24 enumerate the articles and materials which are liable to become contraband of war, and
which in fact become so when they have a certain destination which is determined in Articles 30 and 33. The
traditional distinction of absolute contraband and conditional contraband is maintained: Articles 22 and 30
refer to the former, and Articles 24 and 33 to the latter.
Articles 22

Article
The following

articles

22.

and materials

regarded as contraband, under the

are, without notice,"

name

of absolute con-

traband:
(1.)

poses,
(2.)

their

Arms
and

of

their

all 7cinds,

including arms for sporting pur-

unassembled distinctive parts.

Projectiles, charges,

and

cartridges of all Icinds,

and

unassembled distinctive parts.

(3.)

Powder and

explosives specially adapted for use in

war.
(4.)

Gun-carriages, caissons, limbers, military wagons,

and

unassembled distinctive parts.
Clothing and equipment of a distinctively military

field forges,
(5.)

their

character.
(6.)

All Jcinds of harness

of a distinctively military

character.
(7.)

Saddle, draught, and pack animals suitable for use

in war.
(8.)

Articles of

camp equipment, and

their

unassembled

distinctive parts.
(9.)

Armor

(10.)

plates.

Warships and boats and

their

unassembled parts

specially distinctive as suitable for use only in a vessel of

war.
a Following the British formula,

"de

plein droit"

is

translated

by

the words ''without notice," which represent the meaning attached to

the expression

page

61).

by the draftsman

of the present

General Report (see
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11° Les instruments

et

appareils exclusivement faits pour

munitions de guerre, pour la fabrication
reparation des armes et du materiel militaire, terrestre

la fabrication des
et la

ou naval.
qui avait 6te arr6t6e a la Deuxieme
Conference de la Paix par le Comite charge d'etudier
specialement la question de la contrebande. Elle etait

Cette

liste est celle

de concessions mutuelles, et il n'a pas paru
sage de rouvrir les. discussions a ce sujet, soit pour
le resultat

trancher, soit pour ajouter des articles.

Les mots sont de plein droit veulent dire que la disposition produit son effet, par le fait m§me de la guerre, et
qu'aucune declaration des belligerants n'est necessaire.
Le commerce est averti des le temps de paix.

Article
Les objets

23.

materiaux qui sont exclusivement employes
a la guerre peuvent etre ajoutes a la liste de contrebande
absolue au moyen d'une declaration notifiee.
La notification est adressee aux Gouvernements des autres
Puissances ou a leurs representanls accreditees aupres de la
Puissance qui fait la declaration. La notification faite
apres Vouverture des hostilites n'est adressee qui aux Puiset

sances neutres.

Certaines decouvertes ou inventions pourraient rendre
insuffisante la liste de Particle 22.

y

Une

addition pourra

etre faite a condition qu'il s'agisse d'objets et

materiaux

qui sont exclusivement employes a la guerre.

Cette addition doit etre notifiee aux autres Puissances, qui prendront les mesures necessaires pour la faire connaitre a

Theoriquement, la notification peut
Sans
se faire en temps de paix ou en temps de guerre.
doute, le premier cas se presentera rarement, parce qu'un
fitat faisant une pareille notification pourrait §tre
soupconne de songer a une guerre; cela aurait neanmoins
l'avantage de renseigner le commerce a l'avance. II
n'y avait pas de raison d'en exclure la possibilite.
On a trouve excessive la faculte accordee a une Puissance de faire une addition a la liste en vertu de sa simple
declaration.
II est a remarquer que cette faculte ne
leurs

nationaux.
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Implements and apparatus made exclusively for
the manufacture of munitions of war, for the manufacture
or repair of arms, or of military material for use on land
(11.)

or sea.

This

list is

that which was fixed

upon

at the

Second

Peace Conference by the committee charged specially
with the study of the question of contraband. It was
the result of mutual concessions, and it has not seemed
wise to reopen discussion on this subject for the purpose
either of cutting out or of adding articles.
The words de plein droit (without notice) imply that
the provision becomes operative by the mere fact of the
war, and that no declaration by the belligerents is necesTrade is already warned in time of peace.
sary.

Article
Articles

may
a

and materials which

be added

to the list

23.

war
means of

are exclusively used for

of absolute contraband by

notified declaration.

The

notification is addressed to the

Governments of other

Powers, or to their representatives- accredited to the Power
which makes the declaration. A notification made after
the opening of hostilities is addressed only to the neutral
Powers.
Certain discoveries or inventions might make the list
An addition may be made to
in Article 22 insufficient.

on condition thrt it concerns articles and materials
which are exclusively used for war. This addition must be
notified to the other Powers, which will take the measures
necessary to make it known to their nationals. In theory,
the notification may be made in time of peace or in time of
war. Doubtless the former case will rarely occur, because
a State which made such a notification might be suspected of meditating a war; it would, nevertheless, have
the advantage of informing trade beforehand. There
was no reason for excluding the possibility.

it

Some have considered excessive
Power to make an addition to the
ration.

the right given to a
list by a mere declaIt should be noticed that this right does not
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presente pas les dangers qu'on lui suppose. D'abord,
bien entendu, la declaration ne produit d'effet que pour
celui qui la fait, en ce sens que T article ajoute ne sera de

contrebande que pour lui, en tant que belligerant; les
autres Etats pourront d'ailleurs faire une declaration
analogue. L' addition ne peut concerner que des objets
exclusivement employes a la guerre; actuellement il serait
difficile d'indiquer de tels objets ne rentrant pas dans la
L'avenir est reserve. Si une Puissance avait la
liste.
pretention d'aj outer a la liste de contrebande absolue
des articles non exclusivement employes a la guerre, elle
pourrait s'attirer des reclamations diplomatiques, puisqu'elle meconnaitrait une regie acceptee.
De plus, il y
aurait un recours eventuel devant la Cour Internationale
On peut supposer que la Cour estime que
des Prises.
l'objet mentionne dans la declaration de contrebande
absolu y figure a tort, parce qu'il n'est pas exclusivement
employe a la guerre, mais qu'il aurait pu rentrer dans une
declaration de contrebande conditionnelle. La confiscation pourra se justifier si la saissie a ete f aite dans les conditions prevues pour cette espece de contrebande (articles 33 a 35), qui different de celles qu'on applique a la
contrebande absolue (article 30).
II avait ete suggere que, dans l'interet du commerce
la

neutre,

un

delai devrait s'ecouler entre la notification et

son application. Mais cela aurait ete tres prejudiciable
au belligerant qui veut precisement se proteger, puisque,
pendant le delai, le commerce des articles juges par lui
dangereux aurait ete libre, et que Teffet de sa mesure
aurait ete manque.
II a ete tenu compte, sous une autre
forme, des considerations d'equite qui avaient ete invoquees (voir article 43).

Article

24.

Sont de plein droit consideres comme contrebande de
guerre les objets et materiaux susceptibles de servir aux usages
de la guerre comme a des usages pacifigues, et compris sous
le

nom
1°

de contrebande conditionnelle, savoir:

Les

vivres.

2° Les fourrages

animaux.

et les

graines propres a la nourriture des

CONDITIONAL CONTRABAND.
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first

place,

it

being understood, the declaration is operative only for
the Power which makes it, in the sense that the article
added will be contraband only for it, as a belligerent;
other States may, of course, make a similar declaration.
The addition may refer only to articles exclusively used
for war; at present, it would be difficult to name any
such articles not included in the list. The future is left
free.
If a Power make claim to add to the list of absolute contraband articles not exclusively used for war, it
would draw upon itself diplomatic remonstrances, because it would be disregarding an accepted rule. Besides,
there would be an eventual resort to the International
Prize Court.
It may be supposed that the Court holds
that the article mentioned in the declaration of absolute
contraband wrongly appears there because it is not exclusively used for war, but that it might have been included
in a declaration of conditional contraband.
Condemnation would then be justified if the capture was made
under the conditions provided for this kind of contraband (Articles 33-35) which differ from those which
apply to absolute contraband (Article 30).
It

had been suggested

that, in the interest of neutral

between the notification
But that would be very prejudicial to

trade, a period should elapse

and its application.
the belligerent,

who

wishes precisely to protect himself,
since, during that period, the trade in articles considered

by him dangerous would be free and his measure would
failed of effect.
Account has been taken, in another

have

form, of the considerations of equity which have been

adduced

(see Article 43).

Article
The following

war as

articles

24.

and materials

susceptible of use in

well as for purposes of peace, are without notice, 0,

regarded as contraband of war, under the
tional contraband:

name of

condi-

(1.)

Food.

(2.)

Forage and grain suitable for feeding animals.
o

See note to Article

22.
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3° Les vetements

et

les tissus d'habillement,

les

chaus-

sures, propres a des usages militaires.

4° L'or

et

V argent

monnayes

et

en

lingots, les

papiers

re-

presentatifs de la monnaie.

5° Les vehicules de toute nature pouvant servir a la
guerre, ainsi que les pieces detachees.

6° Les navires, bateaux

et

embar'cations de tout genre,

docks jlottants, parties de bassins, ainsi que

les

les

pieces deta-

chees.

7°
teriel

Le materiel fixe ou roulant des chemins de
des telegraphes, radiotelegraphes

8° Les aerostats

et les

appareils

et

fer, le

d' aviation, les

pieces de-

tachees caracterisees ainsi que les accessoires, objets et

teriaux caracterises

comme devant

servir

ma-

telephones.

ma-

a V aerostation ou

a V aviation.
9° Les combustibles; les matieres lubrefiantes.
10° Les poudres et les explosifs qui ne sont pas specialement affectes a la guerre.
11° Lesfils defer barbeles, ainsi que les instruments servant a les fixer ou a les couper.
12° Les fers a cheval et le materiel de marechalerie.
13° Les objets de harnachement et de sellerie.
14° Les jumelles, les telescopes, les chronometres et les
divers instruments nautiques.

Sur Fexpression sont de plein droit, il faut faire lam^me
observation qu'a propos de Y article 22. Les objets enumeres ne constituent de la contrebande conditionnelle
que s'ils ont la destination prevue par Particle 33.
Les vivres comprennent les produits necessaires ou
utiles a Y alimentation de l'homme, solides ou liquides.
Les papiers representatifs de la monnaie ne comprennent que le papier-monnaie, les billets de banque ayant
ou non cours legal. Les lettres de change et les cheques
n'y rentrent pas.

Les machines
tion du 6°.

et chaudieres rentrent

dans Y enumera-
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Clothing and fabrics for clothing, boots and shoes,

suitable for military use.
(4.)

(5.)

their

Gold and silver in coin or bullion; paper money.
Vehicles of all kinds available for use in war,

and

unassembled parts.

(6.)

Vessels, craft,

and

boats of all kinds, floating docks,

parts of docks, as also their unassembled parts.

(7.)

Fixed railway material and rolling-stock, and ma-

and telephones.
(8.) Balloons and flying machines and their unassembled
distinctive parts as also their accessories, articles and mateterial for telegraphs, radio telegraphs,

rials distinctive as intended

for use in connection with bal-

loons or flying machines.
(9.)

(10.)

Fuel; lubricants.

Powder and

explosives

which are not specially

adapted for use in war.
(11.) Barbed wire as also the implements for placing and
cutting the same.
(12.) Horseshoes and horseshoeing materials.
(13.)

(14.)

Harness and saddlery material.
Binocular glasses, telescopes, chronometers, and

all

kinds of nautical instruments.

On

the expression de plein droit (without notice) it is
necessary to make the same remark as with regard to
The articles enumerated are only to be conArticle 22.
sidered conditional contraband if they have the destination specified in Article 33.

Food includes products necessary or useful for the sustenance of man, whether solid or liquid.
Paper money includes only inconvertible paper money,
i. e., banknotes which may or may not be legal tender.
Bills of exchange and cheques are not included.
Engines and boilers are included in the category of
21903—10

5

(6).
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Le materiel des chemins de
fixe,

les

comme les

rails, les

fer

comprend

le

materiel

traverses, les plaques tournantes,

pieces destinees a la construction des ponts, et le

comme

teriel roulant,

les

ma-

locomotives, les wagons.

Article

25.

materiaux susceptibles de servir aux usages
des usages pacifiques, et autres que
ceux vises aux articles 22 et 24, peuvent etre ajoutes a la liste
de contrebande conditionnelle au moyen d'une declaration
qui sera notifiee de la maniere prevue a V article 23, deuxieme

Les

objets et

de la guerre

comme a

alinea.

Cette disposition correspond, pour la contrebande conditionnelle, a la disposition

de Y article 23 pour

la contre-

bande absolue.

Article
Si une Puissance renonce, en
siderer

comme

26.

a conmateriaux

ce qui la concerne,

contrebande de guerre des objets

et

qui rentreni dans une des categories enumerees aux articles

22

et

24, ellefera connaitre son intention par une declara-

tion notifiee de la maniere prevue a V article 23, deuxieme
alinea.

Un belligerant peut vouloir ne pas user du

droit de con-

comme

contrebande de guerre les articles rentrant
dans les listes ci-dessus. II peut lui convenir ou de faire
rentrer dans la contrebande conditionnelle un article
compris dans la contrebande absolue ou de declarer libre,
en ce qui le concerne, le commerce de tel article rentrant
dans Fune ou dans Y autre categoric II est a desirer
qu'il fasse connattre son intention a ce sujet, et il est
probable qu'il le fera pour avoir le merite de la mesure.
S'il ne le fait pas, et s'il se contente de donner des inssiderer

tructions a ses croiseurs, les navires visit es seront agr em-

blement surpris

si

le

visiteur ne leur reproche pas de

transporter ce qu'eux-memes consideraient

comme

de

contrebande. Bien n'emp^che une Puissance de faire une
pareille declaration en temps de paix.
Voir ce qui est
dit a propos de F article 23.
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Railway material includes fixed material such as

rails,

sleepers, turntables, parts designed for the construction

of bridges,

and

rolling stock

such as locomotives and

Article

cars.

25.

and materials susceptible of use in war as well as
for purposes of peace, and other than those enumerated in
Articles 22 and 24, may be added to the list of conditional
contraband by means of a declaration, which must be notified in the manner provided for in the second paragraph of
Articles

Article 23.

This provision corresponds, as regards conditional contraband, to the provision of Article 23 as regards absolute
contraband.

Article

26.

If a Power waives, so far as it is concerned, the right to
regard as contraband of war articles and materials which are
comprised in any of the classes enumerated in Articles 22

and

24,

it

make known its intention by a declaration
manner provided for in the second paragraph

shall

notified in the

of Article 23.

A belligerent may not wish to use the right to regard as
war the articles included in the above lists.
It may please him either to put under conditional contraband an article included in absolute contraband or to
declare free, so far as he is concerned, the trade in some
contraband

of

one class or the other. It is desirable
he
make
known his intention on this subject,
should
that
and it is probable that he will do so in order to have the
advantage of the measure. If he does not do so, and if he

article included in

confines himself to giving instructions to his cruisers, the
vessels visited

and searched

will

be agreeably surprised

the visiting officer does not hold them liable for carrying
what they themselves consider as contraband. Nothing

if

prevents a Power from making such a declaration in
time of peace. See what is said as regards Article 23.

.
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Article
Les

27.

materiaux qui ne sont pas susceptibles de
servir aux usages de la guerre, ne peuvent pas etre declares
objets et

contrebande de guerre.

L' existence (Tune liste dite libre (article 28) rend utile
cette affirmation que les objets qui ne sont pas suscep-

de servir aux usages de la guerre ne peuvent etre
declares contrebande de guerre.
On aurait pu croire
que les objets ne rentrant pas dans cette liste peuvent
6tre declares au moins de contrebande conditionnelle.
tibles

Article

Ne peuvent pas

etre

28.

declares contrebande de guerre les

articles suivants, savoir:

1°

Le coton

brut, les laines, soies, jutes, lins,

bruts, et les autres matieres

chanvres

premieres des industries

textiles,

ainsi que leurs files.
2° Les noix et graines oleagineuses; le coprah.
3° Les caoutchoucs, resines, gommes et laques; le houblon.
4° Les peaux brutes, les comes, os et ivoires.

5° Les engrais naturels
et

et artificiels,

y compris

les nitrates

phosphates pouvant servir a V agriculture.

6° Les miner ais.
7° Les terres, les argiles, la chaux, la craie, les pierres y
compris les marbres, les briques, ardoises et tuiles.
8° Les porcelaines et verreries.
9° Le papier et les matieres preparees pour sa fabrication.

10° Les savons, couleurs, y compris les matieres exclusivement destinies a les produire, et les vernis.
11° ^hypochlorite de chaux, les cendres de soude, la

soude caustique,
le

le

sulfate de soude en pains,

Vammoniaque,

Vammoniaque et le sulfate de cuivre.
12° Les machines servant a V agriculture, aux mines, aux

sulfate

industries textiles

et

a Vimprimerie.

13° Les pierres precieuses,

les pierres fines, les perles, la

nacre et les coraux.
14° Les horloges, pendules,

chronometres

et

montres autres que

les

.

FREE

Article
Articles

27.

and materials which are not

war are not

The
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LIST.

to be

susceptible of use in

declared contraband of war.

existence of a so-called free

list

(Article 28)

makes

which are not susceptible of use in war are not to be declared contraband of
war. It might have been thought that articles not included in that list might at least be declared conditional
useful this statement that articles

contraband.

Article
The following

28.

articles are not to be declared

contraband of

war:
(1.)

,

Raw

cotton, wool, silk, jute,

raw materials of the

fax, hemp, and other
and also yarns of the

textile industries,

same.
(2.)

Nuts and

(3.)

Rubber, resins, gums y and lacs; hops.

(4.)

Raw hides,

oil seeds; copra.

horns, bones,

and

ivory.

(5.) Natural and artificial manures, including
and phosphates for agricultural purposes.

nitrates

(6.)

Metallic ores.

(7.)

Earths, clays, lime, chalk, stone, including marble,

and tiles.
(8.) Chinaware and glass.
(9.) Paper and materials prepared for its manufacture.
(10.) Soap, paint and colours, including articles exclusively used in their manufacture, and varnishes.
bricks, slates,

(11.)

Bleaching powder, soda ash, caustic soda,

salt cake,

ammonia, sulphate of ammonia, and sulphate of copper.
(12.)

Agricultural,

mining,

textile,

and printing ma-

chinery.
(13.)

Precious

stones,

and coral.
Clocks and watches,

semi-precious

stones,

mother-of-pearl,
(14.)

other than chronometers.

pearls,
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15° Les articles de mode et les oh jets de fantaisie.
16° Les plumes de tout genre, les crins et soies.
17° Les objets d 'ameublement ou
et

d! ornement; les

meubles

accessoires de bureau.

(Test pour diminuer les inconvenients de la guerre pour

commerce

juge utile de dresser cette liste dite
libre, ce qui ne veut pas dire, comme il a ete explique
plus haut, que tous les objets restes en dehors pourraient
le

qu'il a ete

etre declares contrebande de guerre.

Les minerals sont

les

produits des mines servant a ob-

metaux {metallic
On avait demande de

tenir des

ores).

faire rentrer

dans

produits tinctoriaux; cela a paru trop general;

le
il

10° les

y

a des

matieres d'ou on tire des couleurs, comme le charbon,
mais qui servent aussi a d'autres usages. Les produits
qui ne sont utilises que pour obtenir des couleurs beneficient de Y exemption.
Les " articles de Paris" dont tout le monde comprend
la signification rentrent dans le 15°.
Dans le 16°, il s'agit des soies de certains animaux
comme les pores et les sangliers.
Les tapis et les nattes rentrent dans les objets d' ameu-

blement

et

d'ornement

(17°).

Article

Ne peuvent non plus

etre

29.

consider es

comme contrebande

de guerre:

Les objets et materiaux servant exclusivement a soigner
les malades et les blesses.
Toutefois, Us peuvent, en cas de
necessite militaire importante, etre requisitionnes, moyennant une indemnite, lorsqu'ils ont la destination prevue a
V article 30.
2° Les objets et materiaux destines a V usage du navire ou
1°

Us sont

trouves,

ainsi qu'a V usage de V equipage

et

des

Particle 29 ne sont pas

non

passagers de ce navire pendant la traversee.
Si les objets

enumeres dans

comme contrebande de guerre, e'est pour
motifs
autres que ceux qui ont fait admettre la liste
des
de r article 28.
plus consideres
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Fashion and fancy goods.

(15.)

(16.) Feathers of all Jcinds, hairs, and bristles.
(17) Articles of household furniture and decoration;
office furniture

and

accessories.

In order to lessen the inconvenience of war as regards
neutral trade it has been thought useful to prepare this
so-called free list, but this does not mean, as has been
explained above, that all articles left out might be declared contraband of war.
The ores (les minerais) are the product of mines from
which metals are obtained.
There was a demand that dyestuffs should be included
in (10), but this seemed too general; there are materials
from which colours are produced, such as coal, but which
also serve other uses.
Products which are used only for
making colours enjoy the exemption.

meaning
understood, come under (15).

" Articles de Paris," the
sally

In (16) reference

is

of

which

is

univer-

to the hair of certain animals, such

and wild boars.
Carpets and mats are included under household
ture and ornaments (17).
as pigs

Article
Neither are the following

to be

furni-

29.

regarded as contraband of

war:

and materials serving exclusively for the care
They may, nevertheless, in case of
of the sick and wounded.
urgent military necessity and subject to the payment of
(1.)

Articles

compensation, be requisitioned, if their destination

is that

specified in Article 30.
(2.)

Articles

and materials intended for

the use of the

which they are found, as well as those for
her crew and passengers during the voyage.

vessel in

The

articles

enumerated

in Article 29 are not regarded

as contraband, but for reasons different

have led to the adoption

the use of

from those which

of the list in Article 28.
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Des raisons d'humanite ont fait ecarter les objets et
materiaux servant exclusivement a soigner les malades et
les blesses, ce qui comprend naturellement les drogues et
les divers medicaments.
II ne s'agit pas des bateaux
hospitaliers, pour lesquels une immunite speciale est
assuree par la Convention de La Haye du 18 octobre 1907,
mais de navires de commerce ordinaires dont le charge-

ment comprendrait des

objets de la nature indiquee.

Le

croiseur a toutefois le droit, en cas de necessite importante, de requisitionner ces objets

equipage ou de sa

pour

les

besoins de son

ne peut etre
Mais il faut remarquer
faite que moyennant indemnite.
que ce droit de requisition ne peut s'exercer dans tous
Les objets dont il s'agit doivent avoir la desles cas.
tination prevue a Particle 30, c'est-a-dire, la destination
ennemie. Autrement le droit commun reprend son
empire un belligerant ne saurait avoir le droit de requisition a l'egard des navires neutres en pleine mer.
On ne peut non plus considerer comme contrebande les
objets et materiaux destines a Tusage du navire et qui
pourraient, en eux-memes et par leur nature, constituer
de la contrebande de guerre, par exemple les armes destinees a defendre le navire contre les pirates ou a faire des
signaux.
II en est de me'me de ce qui est destine a Fusage
de T equipage et des passagers pendant la traversee; V equipage comprend ici tout le personnel du navire en general.
flotte; cette requisition

:

De

la destination de la contrebande.

deuxieme element de

—Comme

il

a ete

dit,

notion de contrebande est la
destination.
De grandes difficultes se sont produites a
ce sujet et se symbolisent dans la theorie du voyage continu, souvent combattue ou invoquee sans que Ton se
rende bien compte de son exacte signification. II faut
envisager simplement les situations en elles-memes et
voir comment elles doivent 6tre reglees de maniere a ne
pas tracasser inutilement les neutres et a ne pas sacrifier
le

les droits legitimes

la

des belligerants.

Pour amener un rapprochement entre des theories et
des pratiques contraires, on a separe, a ce point de vue,
contrebande absolue de la contrebande conditionnelle.
A la contrebande absolue se rapportent les articles 30
a 32; a la contrebande conditionnelle, les articles 33 a 36.

la
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Motives of humanity have exempted articles and materials exclusively used to aid the sick and wounded, which
naturally include drugs and different medicines. This does
not concern hospital-ships, for which special immunity is
provided under the convention of The Hague of the 18th
October, 1907, but to ordinary merchant vessels, whose
cargo includes articles of the kind mentioned. The
cruiser has, however, the right, in case of urgent necessity,
to- requisition such articles for the needs of her crew or of
the fleet to which she belongs the requisition can only be
made on payment of compensation. It must, however,
be observed that this right of requisition may not be exer;

cised in all cases.

The

destination specified in Article 30, that
destination.

must have the
to say, an enemy

articles in question
is

Otherwise, the ordinary law prevails;

belligerent could not

have the right

a

of requisition as

regards neutral vessels on the high seas.

and materials intended for the use of the veswhich might in themselves and by their nature, be

Articles
sel,

contraband of war, are not considered contraband of
war, for instance, arms intended for the defence of the
vessel against pirates or for
is

making

signals.

The same
and

true of articles intended for the use of the crew

passengers during the voyage; the crew here includes

all

persons in the service of the vessel in general.
Destination of Contraband. As has been said, the second element in the notion of contraband is destination.

—

Great

difficulties

have arisen on

this subject,

and they

of continuous voyage, often
attacked or adduced without a clear comprehension of its

are typified in the

theory

exact meaning. It is necessary simply to consider cases
by themselves and to see how they can be settled in a
manner not unnecessarily annoying to -neutrals and
without sacrificing the legitimate rights of belligerents.

In order to

compromise between conflicting
and practices, a distinction has been made in this
connection between absolute and conditional contraband.
effect a

theories

Articles 30 to 32 refer to absolute contraband, Articles

33 to 36 to conditional, contraband.
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Article
Les

30.
J

articles de contrebande absolue sont saisissables, s il

est etabli qu'ils sont destines

un

territoire

ou

exige, soit

au

territoire de

Vennemi ou a

occupe par lui ou a ses forces armies. Peu
importe que le transport de ces objets se fasse directement

un

transbordement, soit

un

trajet

par

terre.

Les objets compris dans la liste de Y article 22 constituent de la contrebande absolue, quand ils sont destines a
un territoire de Tennemi ou a un territoire occupe par
lui ou a ses forces armees de terre ou de mer.
Ces objets
sont saisissables, du moment qu'une pareille destination
finale peut etre etablie par le capteur.
Ce n'est done
pas la destination du navire qui est decisive, e'est la destination de la marchandise.
Celle-ci a beau etre a bord
d'un navire qui doit la debarquer dans un port neutre;
du moment que le capteur est a m&me d'etablir que cette
marchandise doit, de la, etre transported en pays ennemi
par voie maritime ou terrestre, cela suffit pour justifier
C'est
la saisie et ensuite la confiscation de la cargaison.
le principe meme du voyage continu qui est ainsi consacre,
pour la contrebande absolue, par Particle 30. On regarde
comme ne faisant qu'un tout le trajet suivi par la marchandise.

Article

La

31.

destination prevue a V article 30 est definitivement

prouvee dans

les

cas suivants:

Lorsque la marchandise est documentee pour etre
debar quee dans un port de Vennemi ou pour etre livree a
1°

ses forces armees.

2° Lorsque

le

navire ne doit aborder qu'a des ports

ennemis, ou lorsqu'il doit toucher a

un

port de

rejoindre ses forces armees, avant d'arriver

pour

lequel la

Comme

marchandise

est

Vennemi ou

au port neutre

documentee.

au capteur qu'incombe Tobligation de prouver que la marchandise de contrebande a
bien la destination prevue par Y article 30. Dans certains
il

a ete

dit, e'est

continuous voyage.
Article

75

30.

Absolute contraband is liable to capture if it is shown to
be destined to the territory belonging to or occupied by the

enemy, or to the armed forces of the enemy. It is immaterial
whether the carriage of the goods is direct or entails either
transhipment or transport over land.

The

articles included in the list in Article 22 are absolute

contraband when they are destined for a territory of the
enemy or for a territory occupied by the enemy, or for
These articles are
his armed military or naval forces.
liable to capture as soon as a similar final destination
can be shown by the captor. It is not, therefore, the
destination of the vessel which is decisive, it is the destination of the goods.
It makes no difference if these
goods are on board a vessel which is to discharge them
in a neutral port; as soon as the captor is able to show
that the goods are to be forwarded from there by land
or sea to an enemy country, that is sufficient to justify
the capture and subsequent condemnation of the cargo.
It is the very principle of continuous voyage, which as
regards absolute contraband is thus established by Article
The journey made by the goods is regarded as mak30.
ing a unit.

Article
Proof of

31.

the destination specified

in Article 30

is

com-

in the following cases:
When the goods are documented to be discharged in a
(1.)
port of the enemy, or to be delivered to his armed forces.
plete

(2.)

When

the vessel is to call at

when she is to touch at a port of
armed forces, before arriving at the

the

enemy ports only, or
enemy or to join his

neutral port for which the

goods are documented.

As has been

said, it

is

upon the captor that the

obliga-

tion falls of proving that the contraband goods really

have the destination specified

in Article 30.

In certain
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cas prevus par

ment prouvee,
pas admise.

1'

article 31, cette destination est definitive-

c'est-a-dire

que

la

preuve contraire n'est

—

Premier Cas. La marchandise est documentee pour
6tre debarquee dans un port ennemi, c'est-a-dire que,
d'apres les papiers de bord qui se referent a cette marchandise, elle doit bien y 6tre debarquee.
Ilya alors un
veritable aveu, de la part des interesses eux-memes, de
la destination ennemie.
Deuxieme Cas. Le navire ne doit aborder qu'a des
ports ennemis ou bien il doit toucher a un port ennemi
avant d'arriver au port neutre pour lequel la marchandise est documentee. Ainsi cette marchandise doit bien,
d'apres les papiers qui la concernent, 6tre debarquee
dans un port neutre, mais le navire qui la porte doit,
avant d'arriver a ce port, toucher a un port ennemi.
Elle sera saisissable et on ne reserve pas la possibility de
prouver que la destination neutre est reelle et conforme

—

aux intentions des

La

interesses.

circonstance

que,

avant de parvevir a cette destination, le navire touchera
a un port ennemi, ferait naitre un trop grand risque pour
Sans
le belligerant dont le croiseur visite le navire.
supposer m6me une fraude premeditee, il pourrait y
avoir, pour le capitaine du navire de commerce, une forte
tentation de debarquer la contrebande dont il trouverait
un prix avantageux, et, pour l'autorite locale, la tentation
de requisitionner cette marchandise.
Le cas ou le navire, avant d'arriver au port neutre,
doit rejoindre les forces armees de l'ennemi, est identique.

Pour

simplifier, la disposition

ne parle que d'un port

ennemi; il va de soi qu'il faut lui assimiler le port occupe
par Vennemi, comme cela resulte de la regie generale de
Farticle 30.

Article

32.

Les papiers de bord font preuve complete de Vitineraire
du navire transportant de la contrebande absolue, a moins
que le navire soit rencontre ayant manifestement devie de
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cases specified in Article 31 proof of the destination

is

con-

proof to the contrary

is

not

clusive, that is to say, the

admitted.
First Case.

—The goods are documented

an enemy port, that

is

for discharge in

to say, according to the ship's

papers referring to those goods, they are to be discharged
There is then a real admission, on the part of the
there.
interested parties themselves, of enemy destination.

Second Case.

—The

vessel

is

enemy

to touch only at

touch at an enemy port before arriving
at the neutral port for which the goods are documented.
Thus these goods, according to the papers referring to
them, are to be discharged in a neutral port, but the vessel which carries them is before arriving at that neutral
port to touch at an enemy port. The goods will be liable
to capture, and the possibility of proving that their neutral
destination is real and in accordance with the intentions
The fact that,
of the parties interested is not admitted.
before reaching that destination, the vessel will touch at
an enemy port, would occasion too great a risk for the
Even without
belligerent whose cruiser visits the vessel.
supposing a premeditated fraud, there might be for the
master of the merchant vessel a strong temptation to discharge the contraband, for which he would find a favorable price, and, for the local authorities, a temptation to
ports; or she

is

to

requisition the goods.

The

case where the vessel, before arriving at the neu-

tral port, is to join the

armed

forces of the

enemy

is

the

same.

For the sake of simplicity, the provision speaks only of
an enemy port; it is understood that a port occupied by the
enemy is to be similarly regarded, as that follows from
the general rule in Article 30.

Article

32.

The

ship's papers are complete proof of the voyage of a
vessel transporting absolute contraband, unless the vessel is

encountered having manifestly deviated from the route which

,
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la route qu'il devrait suivre d'apres ses

sans

pouvoir

d'une

justifier

cause

papiers de bord
sufjisante

de

et

cette

deviation.

Les papiers de bord font done preuve complete de
Fitineraire du navire, a moins que ce navire soit rencontre dans des circonstances qui montrent que Ton ne
peut se tier a leurs allegations. Voir, d'ailleurs, les
explications donnees a propos de Particle 35.

Article
Les

33.

articles de contrebande conditionnelle sont saisissables

s'il est etabli qu'ils

sont destines a V usage des forces armees

ou des administrations de VEtat ennemi, a moins, dans ce
dernier cas, que les circonstances etablissent qu en fait ces
articles ne peuvent etre utilises pour la guerre en cours;
cette dernier e reserve ne s applique pas aux envois vises par
l

1

V article 24—4°.

Les regies qui concernent

contrebande conditionnelle
different de celles qui ont ete posees pour la contrebande
absolue, a un double point de vue: 1° il ne s'agit pas
d'une destination a Fennemi en general, mais d'une destination a Fusage de ses forces armees ou de ses administrations; 2° la doctrine du voyage continu est ecartee.
A la premiere idee correspondent les articles 33 et 34;
a la seconde correspond Farticle 35.
Les objets compris dans la liste de la contrebande con^
ditionnelle peuvent servir a des usages pacifiques comme
a des emplois hostiles. Si, d'apres les circonstances,
Femploi pacifique est certain, la saisie ne se justifie pas;
il en est autrement si Femploi hostile doit se supposer, ce
qui arrive, par exemple, s'il s'agit de vivres destines a
une armee ou a une flotte de Fennemi, de charbon
destine a une flotte ennemie.
En cas pareil, il n'y a
evidemment pas de doute. Mais que faut-il decider
quand e'est a Fusage des administrations civiles de FEtat
ennemi que les objets sont destines? C'est de F argent
qui est envoye a une administration civile et qui doit
&tre employe au paiement du salaire de ses agents, des
la
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and being

by sufficient reason such deviation.

to justify

papers, therefore, are conclusive proof of the voy-

age of the vessel unless she is encountered under circumstances which show that their statements are not to be
See also the explanations given as regards
trusted.
Article 35.

Article

33.

Conditional contraband is liable
that it is destined for the use of the

to capture if it is shown
armed forces or of a gov-

ernment department of the enemy State, unless in this latter
case the circumstances show that the articles cannot in fact
This latter
be used for the purposes of the war in progress.
exception does not apply to a consignment coming under
Article 24 (4).

The

which relate to conditional contraband differ
from those which have been laid down for absolute contraband in two respects: (1) there is no question of destination for the enemy in general, but of destination for
the use of his armed forces or government authorities;
Arti(2) the doctrine of continuous voyage is excluded.
cles 33 and 34 refer to the first, and Article 35 to the second principle.
rules

The articles included in the list
band may serve for peaceful uses
purposes.

pose

is

If,

of conditional contraas well as for hostile

from the circumstances, the peaceful pur-

certain, their capture

is

not justified;

it is

other-

which happens,
for instance, in the case of foodstuffs destined for an
enemy army or fleet, or of coal destined for an enemy fleet.
In such a case there is clearly no doubt. But what is the

wise

if

a hostile purpose

decision

when

the

authorities of the

is

to be assumed,

articles

are

enemy State?

sent to a civil authority which

ment

is

destined for the civil
It

may

be the

department
enemy destina-

of salaries of its officials, or rails sent to a

of public works.

money

to be used in the pay-

In these cases there

is

80
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de chemin de fer qui sont expedies a une administration des travaux publics.
II y aura, dans ces cas, destination ennemie rendant la marchandise saisissable d'abord
Cela s'explique pour des raisons
et confiscable ensuite.
a la fois juridiques et pratiques. L'Etat est un, quoique
les fonctions necessaires a son action soient confiees a
diverses administrations.
Si une administration civile
peut recevoir librement des vivres ou de F argent, cela ne
profite pas a elle seule, mais a FEtat tout entier, y compris F administration militaire, puisque les ressources
generales de FEtat augmentent ainsi. II y a plus: ce que
recoit une administration civile peut 6tre juge plus
necessaire a F administration militaire et attribue directement a celle-ci. L' argent ou les vivres reellement destines a une administration civile peuvent se trouver ainsi
directement employes aux besoins de Farmee. Cette
possibility, qui existe toujours, explique pourquoi la destination aux administrations de FEtat ennemi est assimilee a la destination aux forces armees.
II s'agit des administrations de V Etat, qui sont des
dependances du pouvoir central, et non de toutes les
administrations qui peuvent exister dans FEtat ennemi;
les administrations locales, municipales, par exemple, n'y
rentrent pas, et ce qui serait destine a leur usage ne constituerait pas de la contrebande.
La guerre peut se poursuivre dans des circonstances
telles que la destination a F usage d'une administration
civile ne puisse etre suspectee et ne puisse, par consequent, donner a la marchandise le caractere de contrebande. Par exemple, une guerre existe en Europe et les
colonies des pays belligerants ne sont pas, en fait, atteinLes vivres ou autres objets de la liste
tes par la guerre.
de contrebande conditionnelle qui seraient destines a
F us age d'une administration civile coloniale ne seraient
pas reputes contrebande de guerre, parce que les considerations invoquees plus haut ne s'appliqueni pas dans
Fespece; il ne peut y avoir emprunt pour les besoins de la
guerre des ressources de F'administration civile. Exception est faite pour For et F argent ou les papiers representatifs de la monnaie, parce qu'une somme d' argent peut
facilement se transmettre d'un bout du monde a F autre.
rails
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goods liable in the first place to capThis is
ture, and subsequently liable to condemnation.
explained by reasons at once juridical and practical. The
State is a unit, although the functions necessary for its
tion rendering the

action are entrusted to different authorities.

If a civil

department may freely receive food or money, it is not
advantageous to that department alone, but to the entire
State, including

its

military administration, since the gen-

eral resources of the State are thereby increased.

what a

department

Further,

may

be considered of
greater use to the military administration and may be
directly assigned to the latter.
Money or food really
destined for a civil department may thus come to be used
This possibility,
directly for the needs of the army.
which is always present, shows why destination for the
civil

enemy State
armed forces.

authorities of the

tination for

its

receives"

is

assimilated to the des-

the authorities of the State which are dependent on
the central power that are in question, and not all the
It

is

authorities

which

may

exist in the

enemy

State; local

and

municipal authorities, for instance, are not included, and
what is destined for their use would not be regarded as
contraband.
War may be waged in circumstances such that the
destination for the use of a civil authority cannot be questioned, and consequently cannot give to the goods the
character of contraband. For instance, a war exists in
Europe, and the colonies of the belligerent countries are
not, in fact, affected

by the war.

Food

or other articles

contraband destined for the use
of a civil authority of a colony would not be regarded as
contraband of war, because the considerations adduced
above do not apply in this case; it would not be possible
to draw for the needs of the war on the resources of such
civil government.
Exception is made in case of gold,
silver, or paper money, because a sum of money can
easily be sent from one end of the world to the other.
in the list of conditional

21903—10
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Article
II

y a presomption de

V envoi

si

est adresse

34.

la destination

aux

prevue a V article 33,

autorites enemies,

ou a un com-

mercant etabli en pays ennemi, et lorsqu'il est notoire que ce
commercantfournit a V ennemi des objets et materiaux de cette
nature.
II en est de meme si V envoi est a destination d une
place fortifiee ennemie, ou d'une autre place servant de base
aux forces armies ennemies; toutefois, cette presomption ne
s' applique point aux navires de commerce lui-meme faisant
route vers une de ces places et dont on entend etablir le
J

caractere de contrebande.

A

defaut des presomptions ci-dessus, la destination est

presumee innocente.
Les presomptions etablies dans
tent la preuve contraire.

le

present article admet-

Ordinairement, les articles de contrebande ne seront pas
expressement adresses aux autorites militaires ou aux
administrations de l'Etat ennemi. On dissimulera plus
ou moins la destination veritable; c'est au capteur a
T etablir pour justifier la saisie. Mais on a cru raisonnable
d etablir des presomptions, soit a raison de la qualite du
destinataire, soit a raison du caractere de la place a
laquelle sont destines les objets.
(Test une autorite ennemie ou un commercant etabli en pays ennemi, qui est le
fournisseur notoire du Gouvernement ennemi pour les
articles dont il s'agit.
C'est une place fortifiee ennemie
ou une place servant de base aux forces armees ennemies,
que ce soit une base d'operations ou une base de ravi;

taillement.

Cette presomption generale ne saurait s'appliquer au
navire de commerce lui-meme qui se dirigerait vers une
place fortifiee et- qui peut bien, par lui-m^me, constituer

contrebande relative, mais a la condition que sa
1' usage des forces
armees ou des administrations de PEtat ennemi soit directement prouvee.
A defaut des presomptions precedentes, la destination

de

la

destination a

est

presumee innocente.

C'est le droit

commun,

d'apres

presumptions as to destination.
Article

83

34.

presumption of the destination referred to in
Article 33 if the consignment is addressed to enemy authorities, or to a merchant, established in the enemy country,
and when it is well known that this merchant supplies arThe preticles and material of this kind to the enemy.
destined
to a
sumption is the same if the consignment is
fortified place of the enemy, or to another place serving as a
base for the armed forces of the enemy; this presumption,
however, does not apply to the merchant vessel herself bound
for one of these places and of which vessel it is sought to
show the contraband character.
There

is

Failing the above presumptions, the destination is pre-

sumed innocent.
The presumptions laid down in
to the

this Article

admit proof

contrary.

Ordinarily contraband articles will not be directly addressed to the military or to the administrative authorities of

the

more or

enemy

The

State.

true destination will be

prove it
But it has been thought
in order to justify the capture.
reasonable to set up presumptions based on the nature
of the person to whom the articles are destined, or on the
nature of the place for which the articles are destined.
It may be an enemy authority or a trader established in
an enemy country who, as a matter of common knowledge, supplies the enemy Government with articles of the
kind in question. It may be a fortified place of the
enemy or a place serving as a base, whether of operations or of supply, for the armed forces of the enemy.
This general presumption may not be applied to the
merchant vessel herself which is bound for a fortified
place, except on condition that her destination for the
less concealed.

It

is

for the captor to

use of the armed forces or for the authorities of the enemy
State is directly proved, though she may in herself be
conditional contraband.

In the absence of the preceding presumptions, the destination is presumed to be innocent.
This is the ordinary
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lequel le capteur doit prouver

le caractere illicite de la
pretend saisir.
Enfin, toutes les presomptions ainsi etablies dans
Pinteret du capteur ou contre lui admettent la preuve
contraire.
Les tribunaux nationaux d'abord, la Cour In-

marchandise

qu'il

ternationale ensuite, apprecieront.

Article
Les

35.

articles de contrebande conditionnelle

sissables que sur

le

Vennemi ou

vers

forces armees

et

navire qui fait route vers

un

ne sont saile territoire

de

occufe far lui ou vers ses
qui ne doit fas les decharger dans un fort
territoire

intermediate neutre.
Les fafiers de b or d font freuve comflete de Vitineraire
du navire ainsi que du lieu de dechargement des marchandises, a moins que ce navire soit rencontre ayant manifeste-

ment devie de
de bord

et

la route qu'il devrait suivre d'afres ses fafiers

sans fouvoir justifier dlune cause suffisante de

cette deviation.

Comme

il

a ete dit plus haut, la doctrine

du voyage

continu a ete ecartee pour la contrebande conditionnelle.
Celle-ci n'est

done

saisissable

que

si

elle

doit etre de-

barquee dans un port ennemi. Du moment que la marchandise est documented pour etre debarquee dans, un
port neutre, elle ne peut constituer de la contrebande, et
n'y a pas a rechercher si, de ce port neutre, elle doit 6tre
expediee a Fennemi par mer ou par terre. C'est la difference essentielle avec la contrebande absolue.
Les papiers de bord font preuve complete de Fitineraire
du navire et du lieu de dechargement de la cargaison; il
en serait autrement si le navire etait rencontre ayant
manifestement devie de la route qu'il devrait suivre
d'apres ses papiers et sans pouvoir justifier d'une cause
suffisante de cette deviation.
Cette regie sur la preuve fournie par les papiers de bord
a pour but d'ecarter des pretentions elevees a la leg ere
par un croiseur et amenant des saisies injustifiees. Elle
ne doit pas etre entendue d'une maniere trop absolue qui
il
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which the captor must prove the
the goods which he claims to capture.

law, according to

character of

illicit

Finally, all the presumptions thus established in the
interest of the captor or against

The national

contrary.

him admit proof

to the

tribunals, in the first place, and,

in the second, the International Court, will exercise their

judgment.

Article

35.

Conditional contraband is not liable

to

capture, except

when on board a

vessel bound for territory belonging to or
by
occupied
the enemy, or for the armed forces of the enemy,
and when it is not to be discharged at an intervening neutral
port.

The

ship's papers are conclusive proof of the voyage of
the vessel as also of the port of discharge of the goods, unless
the vessel is

the route

encountered having manifestly deviated from

which she ought

papers and being unable

to

follow according

to justify

to the ship's

by sufficient reason such

deviation.

As has been

said above, the doctrine of continuous

voyage is excluded

for conditional contraband.
This then
capture only if it is to be discharged in an
enemy port. As soon as the goods are documented to
be discharged in a neutral port they can not be contraband, and there is no examination as to whether they
are to be forwarded to the enemy by sea or land from
that neutral port. This is the essential difference from
absolute contraband.
The ship's papers furnish complete proof as to the
voyage of the vessel and as to the place of discharge of
the cargo; it would be otherwise if the vessel were encountered having manifestly deviated from the route
which she should follow according to her papers, and
unable to give sufficient reasons to justify such deviation.
This rule as to the proof furnished by the ship's papers
aims to prevent claims lightly raised by a cruiser and
giving rise to unjustifiable captures.
It must not be understood in a manner too absolute which would make all
is liable to
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pas maintenue quand le navire est rencontre en mer ayant manifestement devie de la route qu'il aurait du suivre et sans
pouvoir justifier de cette deviation. Les papiers de bord
sont alors contredits par la realite des faits et perdent
toute force probante; le croiseur se decidera librement
suivant les cas. De meme, la visite du navire peut permettre de constater des faits qui prouvent d'une maniere
irrefutable que la destination du navire ou le lieu de
dechargement de la marchandise sont faussement indiques dans les papiers de bord. Le croiseur apprecie
alors librement les circonstances et saisit ou non le navire
suivant cette appreciation. En resume, les papiers de
bord font preuve, a moins que la faussete de leurs indications ne soit demontree par les faits.
Cette restriction
de la force probante des papiers de bord a paru aller de soi
et ne pas avoir besoin d'etre expressement mentionnee.
On n'a pas voulu avoir Fair de diminuer la force de la
regie generale, qui est une garantie pour le' commerce
faciliterait toutes les fraudes.

Ainsi

elle n'est

neutre.

De

ce qu'une indication est reconnue fausse,

ne
que la force probante des papiers de bord soit
infirmee dans son ensemble. Les indications pour
lesquelles aucune allegation de faussete ne peut etre
il

resulte pas

verifiee conservent leur valeur.

Article

Par

36.

derogation a V article 35, si

n'a pas de frontiere maritime,

le territoire

les articles

de Vennemi

de contreoande

conditionnelle sont saisissables lorsqu'il est etabli qu'ils ont
,

la destination

Le

f revue a V article

33.

cas prevu est assurement rare, mais, cependant,

il

presente dans des guerres recentes. Pour la contrebande absolue, il n'y a pas de difficulte, puisque la
destination a Pennemi peut toujours 6tre prouvee, quel
que soit Titineraire a suivre par la marchandise (article
II en est autrement pour la contrebande condi30).
tionnelle, et une derogation doit etre apportee a la regie
generale de Particle 35, alinea l er de maniere a per-

s'est

,
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does not hold good when the vessel
is encountered at sea having manifestly deviated from
the route which she ought to have followed, and unable
frauds easy.

Thus

it

The ship's papers are then
contradicted by the actual facts and lose all value as evito justify such deviation.

dence; the cruiser will be free to decide according to the
case.

may

In the same way, the visit and search of the vessel
reveal facts which prove in an irrefutable manner

that the destination of the vessel or the place of discharge
of the goods is incorrectly entered in the ship's papers.

The commander of the cruiser is then free to judge of the
circumstances and captures or does not capture the vesTo resume, the ship's
sel according to his judgment.
papers are proof, unless the facts show their evidence to
This limitation on the value of the ship's papers
as proof seems self-evident and not to need special mention.
It has not been the aim to appear to weaken the
force of the general rule, which forms a safeguard for
neutral trade.

be

false.

Because a single entry

is

shown

to be false,

it

does not

follow that the force of the ship's papers as evidence
nullified as a whole.

The

entries against

which no

is

alle-

gation of fraud can be proved retain their value.

Article

36.

Notwithstanding the provisions of Article 35, if the territory of the enemy has no seaboard, conditional contraband is
liable to capture if it is

ferred

to

The

shown

that

it

has the destination re-

in Article 33.

case provided for

is

certainly rare, but has never-

arisen in recent wars.
In the case of absolute
contraband, there is no difficulty, since destination for
the enemy may always be proved, whatever the route
which the goods are to follow (Article 30). For conditional contraband the case is different, and an exception
must be afforded to the general rule laid down in Article
35, paragraph 1, so as to allow the captor to establish
theless
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mettre au capteur d'etablir que la marchandise suspecte
a bien la destination speciale prevue a Particle 33, sans
qu'on puisse objecter le fait du dechargement dans un
port neutre.

Article
Le navire transportant des

comme contrebande

37.

articles,

qui sont saisissables

absolue ou conditionnelle, pent etre saisi,

en haute mer ou dans les eaux des belligerants, pendant
tout le cours de son voyage, meme s'il a V intention de toucher
a un port d'escale avant d atteindre la destination ennemie.
}

Le navire peut

pour cause de contrebande
cours de son voyage, pourvu qu'il soit
etre saisi

pendant tout le
dans des eaux ou un acte de guerre

un port

aurait Fintention de toucher a

Le fait qu'il

est licite.

d'escale avant

ennemie n'empeche pas la
saisie, du moment que, dans Tespece, la destination
ennemie est etablie conformement aux regies etablies
par les articles 30 a 32 pour la contrebande absolue, par
les articles 33 a 35 pour la contrebande conditionnelle, et
d'atteindre

la

destination

sous la reserve de F exception de Particle 36.

Article

38.

Tine saisie ne peut etre pratiquee

anterieurement

contrebande

de

en raison d'un transport

effectue

et

actuellement

acheve.

Un

navire est saisissable quand il transporte de la contrebande, mais non pour en avoir transporte.

Article
Les

39.

articles de contrebande sont sujets

a confiscation.

Cela ne presente aucune difUculte.

Article

La

confiscation

40.

du navire transportant de

la contrebande

contrebande forme, soit par sa valeur,
soit par son poids, soit par son volume, soit par son fret,
est

permise, si

cette

plus de la moitie de la cargaison.
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that the suspected goods really have the special destination provided for in Article 33 without the possibility of
raising in contravention the consideration of discharge in

a neutral port.

Article

A

37.

vessel carrying articles liable to capture as absolute or

conditional contraband may be captured on the high seas or
in ihe territorial waters of the belligerents throughout the
whole course of her voyage, even if she has the intention to
touch at a port of call before reaching the hostile destination.

The vessel may be captured because of contraband
during the whole of her voyage, provided that she is in
waters where an act of war is lawful. The fact that she
intends to touch at a port of call before reaching the
enemy destination does not prevent capture, since in
that case the enemy destination is proved in conformity
with the rules laid down in Articles 30 to 32 for absolute
contraband, and in Articles 33 to 35 for conditional contraband, and subject to the exception of Article 36.

Article

A

made on

38.

ground of a carriage of
contraband previously accomplished and at the time comcapture is not

to be

the

pleted.

A vessel

when it is carrying contraband, but not for having carried contraband.
is

liable to

capture

Article
Contraband

is liable to

39.

condemnation.

This presents no difficulty.

Article

40.

The confiscation of the vessel carrying contraband is allowed if the contraband forms either by value, by weight, by
volume, or by freight, more than half the cargo.
,

»
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Tout

le

monde admettait

bien que, dans certains cas,

de la contrebande ne suffit pas et que la
confiscation doit atteindre le navire lui-meme, mais les
opinions differaient sur la determination de ces cas.
On s'est arrete a une certaine proportion a etablir entre
la contrebande et F ensemble de la cargaison.
Mais la
question se subdivise: 1° Quelle sera cette proportion?
La solution adoptee tient le milieu entre les solutions
2°
proposees, qui allaient du quart aux trois quarts.
Comment sera calculee cette proportion? La contrebande devra-t-elle former plus de la moitie de la cargaison
en volume, en poids, en valeur, en fret? L'adoption
d'un criterium determine prete a des objections theola confiscation

riques et facilite aussi des pratiques destinees a eviter

du navire malgre Timportance de la cargaion prend le volume ou le poids, le capitaine

la confiscation

son.

Si

prendra des marchandises licites
ou pesantes pour que le volume ou

volumineuses
le poids de la contrebande soit inferieur. Une observation analogue peut
etre faite en ce qui concerne la valeur ou le fret.
La consequence est qu'il suffit, pour justifier la confiscation, que
la contrebande forme plus de la moitie de la cargaison a
Tun quelconque des points de vue indiques. Cela peut
paraitre severe; mais d'une part, en procedant autrement, on faciliterait des calculs frauduleux, et d' autre
part, il est permis de dire que la confiscation du navire
est justiflee, lorsque le transport de la contrebande etait
une partie notable de son trafic, ce qui est vrai pour chaassez

cun des cas prevus.

Article
Si
les

le

41.

navire transportant de la contrebande

reldcM,

frais occasionnes au capteur par la procedure devant

la juridiction nationale des prises ainsi que

tion

a

est

la
II

par

la

conserva-

du navire et de sa cargaison pendant V instruction
charge du navire.

sont

n'est pas juste que, d'une part, le transport de con-

trebande au-dela d'une certaine proportion entraine la
confiscation du navire, tandis qu'au-dessous de cette
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was universally admitted, however, that in certain
cases the condemnation of the contraband does not suffice, and that condemnation should extend to the vessel
It

but opinions differed as to the determination of
It was decided to fix upon a certain proporthese cases.
tion between the contraband and the total cargo.
But the question divides itself: (1) What shall be
The solution adopted is the mean
the proportion?
between those proposed, which ranged from a quarter
to three quarters.
(2) How shall this proportion be
reckoned? Must the contraband form more than half
The
the cargo in volume, weight, value, or freight?
adoption of a single fixed standard gives rise to theoretical objections, and also encourages practices intended to avoid condemnation of the vessel in spite
If the standard of
of the importance of the cargo.
volume or weight is adopted, the master will ship
innocent goods sufficiently bulky, or weighty in order
that the volume or weight of the contraband may be
less.
A similar remark may be made as regards the
value or the freight. The consequence is that it suffices,
in order to justify condemnation, that the contraband
should form more than half the cargo according to any
one of the points of view mentioned. This may seem
severe; but, on the one hand, proceeding in any other

herself,

manner would make fraudulent calculations easy, and,
on the other, it mav be said that the condemnation of
the vessel is justified when the carriage of contraband
formed an important part of her venture, which
in each of the cases specified.

Article

is

true

41.

If a vessel carrying contraband is released, the expenses
incurred by the captor in the trial before the national prize
court as also for the preservation

and cargo during

and custody of

the ship

the proceedings are chargeable against the

ship.

It is not just that, on the one hand, the carriage of more
than a certain proportion of contraband should involve
the condemnation of the vessel, whereas if less than this
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n'y a que la confiscation de la contrebande,
ce qui souvent n'est pas une perte pour le capitaine, le
fret de cette contrebande ay ant ete paye a Tavance.
N'y a-t-il pas la un encouragement a la contrebande, et
proportion,

il

ne conviendrait-il pas de faire subir une certaine peine
pour le transport inferieur a la proportion requise pour la
confiscation?
On avait propose une espece d' amende
qui aurait pu etre en rapport avec la valeur des articles
de contrebande. Des objections d'ordre divers ont ete
formulees co'ntre cette proposition, bien que le principe
d'une perte pecuniaireinfligee a raison du transport de la
contrebande eut paru justifie. On est arrive au m6me but
d'une autre facon en disposant que les frais occasionnes
au capteur par la procedure devant la juridiction nationale
des prises, comme par la conservation du navire et de
sa cargaison pendant Instruction, sont a la charge du
navire; les frais de conservation du navire comprennent,
le

cas

echeant, les frais d'entretien du personnel du
II convient d'aj outer que le dommage

navire capture.

cause au navire par sa conduite et son sejour dans
un port de prise est de nature a produire Teffet preventif
le plus serieux en ce qui concerne le transport de la contrebande.

Article

42.

Les marchandises qui appartiennent au proprietaire de
la contrebande et qui se trouvent a bord du meme navire sont
sujettes a~ confiscation.

Le

proprietaire de la contrebande est puni d'abord par

de sa propriete illicite; il Test ensuite par
la confiscation des marchandises, meme licites, qu'il peut
la confiscation

avoir sur

le

m§me

navire.

Article

43.

Si un navire est rencontre en mer naviguant dans Vignorance des hostilites ou de la declaration de contrebande
applicable a son cJiargement, les articles de contrebande ne
peuvent etre confisques que moyennant indemnite; le navire
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proportion, the contraband alone is confiscated, which
often is no loss for the master, the freight of this contra-

advance. Does this not
encourage trade in contraband, and is it not proper to
impose a certain penalty for the carriage of a proportion
of contraband less than that entailing condemnation ? A
kind of fine was proposed which should bear a relation
Objections of
to the' value of the contraband articles.
various kinds were expressed against this proposal,
although the principle of the infliction of some pecuniary

band having been paid

loss

for

in

the carriage of contraband seemed justified.

The same object was attained in another way by providing
that the expenses falling on the captor in respect of the

proceedings before the national prize court as for the care
and custody of the vessel and of her cargo during the
proceedings are chargeable to the vessel, the expenses of
the care and custody of the vessel include in this case
the cost of the keep of the personnel of the captured

be added that the loss caused to a
vessel by being taken to and remaining in a prize port is
of the nature to afford the most serious deterrent as
regards the carriage of contraband.
vessel.

It should

Article

42.

Goods which belong to the owner of
which are on board the same vessel are

the

contraband and

liable to

condemna-

tion.

The owner of the contraband is punished in the first
place by the condemnation of his unlawful property;
and in the second by the condemnation of the goods,
even

if

same

vessel.

innocent, which he

may

Article

possess on board the

43.

If a vessel is encountered at sea making a voyage in
ignorance of the hostilities or of the declaration of contraband affecting her cargo, the contraband is not to be condemned except with indemnity; the vessel herself and the

.
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surplus de la cargaison sont exempts de la confiscation
des frais prevus par V article J^.1.
II en est de meme

et le
et

si le capitaine,

apres avoir eu connaissance de Vouverture

des hostilites ou de la declaration de contrebande, n'a

pu

encore decharger les articles de contrebande.

Le navire

est

repute connaitre Vetat de guerre ou la

declaration de contrebande, lorsqu'il a quitte

un

port neutre,

apres que la notification de Vouverture des hostilites ou
ete faite, en temps utile,
Puissance dont releve ce port. Vetat de guerre est, en
outre, repute connu par le navire lorsqu'il a quitte un port

de la declaration de contrebande a

a

la

ennemi apres Vouverture des

La
en

hostilites.

menager

disposition a pour but de

fait,

les

neutres qui,

transporteraient de la contrebande, mais auxquels

on ne pourrait rien reprocher, ce qui peut se presenter
dans deux cas. Le premier est celui ou ils ne connaissent
pas Fouverture des hostilites; le second est celui ou, tout
en connaissant cette ouverture, ils ignorent la declaration
de contrebande qu'a faite un belligerant conformement
aux articles 23 et 25, et qui est precisement applicable
II serait injuste de
a tout ou partie du chargement.
saisir le navire et de confisquer la contrebande; d' autre
part, le croiseur ne peut etre oblige de laisser aller a
Fennemi des produits propres a la guerre et dont celui-ci
peut avoir grand besoin. Les interets en presence sont
concilies en ce sens qu'alors la confiscation ne peut avoir
lieu que moyennant indemnite (voir, dans un ordre
d'idees analogue, la Convention du 18 octobre 1907, sur
le regime des navires de commerce ennemis au debut des
hostilites)

Article

pour cause de contrebande et non susde confiscation a raison de la proportion de la contre-

Le navire
ceptible

bande peut

arrete

etre autorise,

tinuer sa route, si

bande au bdtiment

La
sur

44.

le

suivant

a con-

capitaine est pret a livrer la contre-

belligerant.

remise de la contrebande

le livre

les circonstances,

de bord

du navire

est

mentionnee par

le

capteur

arrete, et le capitaine de ce
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exempt from condemnation and
The case is the
from the expenses referred to in Article 1±1
same if the master after becoming aware of the opening of
hostilities, or of the declaration of contraband, has not yet
remainder of

the cargo are

.

been able

A

to

discharge the contraband.

deemed

vessel is

aware of

to be

the state of war, or

the declaration of contraband, if she left

had been made in

of

a neutral port after

sufficient time the notification

of the
opening of hostilities, or of the declaration of contraband, to
vessel is also
the power to which such port belongs.
there

A

deemed

to be

port after the

aware of a
opening of

state

of war

an enemy

if she left

hostilities.

This provision has for its aim to protect neutrals who
might in fact be carrying contraband, but against whom
no charge could be made, which may happen in two cases.
The first is that in which they do not know of the opening
of hostilities; the second is that in which, though they

do not know of the declaration of
contraband a belligerent has made, in accordance with

know

of this, they

Articles 23

and

25,

and which

properly applicable to

is,

the whole or a part of the cargo.
It would be unjust to
capture the ship and condemn the contraband; on the
other hand, the cruiser cannot be bound to permit to go on
to the

enemy goods suitable for use in the war and

may

of

which

These opposing interests are
reconciled in the sense that the condemnation may take
place only on the payment of compensation (see for a
similar idea the convention of the 18th October, 1907,
on the rules for enemy merchant vessels on the outbreak
he

be in urgent need.

of hostilities).

Article

A

44.

vessel stopped because carrying contraband,

liable to

condemnation on account of

traband, may, according

to

circumstances,

continue her voyage if the master
traband to the belligerent ship.

The

is

and not

the proportion of con-

ready

be

allowed to

to deliver the

con-

delivery of the contraband is to be entered by the

captor on the logbook of the vessel stopped,

and

the

master of
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navire doit remettre au capteur copie

certifiee

conforme de

tous papier s utiles.

Le capteur a lafaculte de
est

detruire la contrebande qui lui

ainsi livree.

Un

navire neutre est arrete pour cause de contre-

bande.

II n'est pas susceptible de confiscation, parce
contrebande n'atteint pas la proportion prevue
par T article 40. II peut neanmojns etre conduit dans
un port de prise pour qu'il y ait un jugement relatif a la
contrebande. Ce droit du capteur parait excessif dans
certains cas, si on compare le peu d'importance que
peut avoir la contrebande (une caisse de fusils ou de
revolvers, par exemple) et le grave prejudice qu'entrainent pour le navire ce detournement de sa route
et sa retenue pendant le temps de l'instruction.
Aussi
s'est-on demande s'il n'etat pas possible de reconnaitre
au navire neutre le droit de continuer sa route moyennant la remise des objets de contrebande au capteur qui,
de son cote, n'aurait pu les refuser que pour des motifs
suffisants, par exemple, le mauvais etat de la mer, qui
rend le transbordement impossible ou difficile, des
soupcons fondes au sujet de la quantite veritable de
contrebande que porte le navire de commerce, la difficulte de loger les objets a bord du navire de guerre, &c.
Cette proposition n'a pas reuni les suffrages suffisants.
On a pretendu qu'il etait impossible d'imposer une
pareille obligation au croiseur pour lequel cette remise
presenterait presque toujours des inconvenients.
Si, par
hasard, il n'y en a pas, le croiseur ne la refusera pas, parce
qu'il aura lui-meme avantage a ne pas etre detourne de
sa route par la necessite de conduire le navire dans un
port.
Le systeme de l'obligation etant ainsi ecarte, on a
decide de reglementer la remise facultative qui, espere-ton, sera pratiquee toutes les fois que ce sera possible, au
grand avantage des deux parties. Les formalites prevues sont tres simples et n exigent pas d' explication.

que

la

Un jugement
sujet de la

du tribunal des prises devra intervenir au
marchandise ainsi remise. C'est pour cela que
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duly
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SEA.

certified copies

of all

relevant papers.

The captor

is at liberty to destroy the

thus delivered

A
She

to

contraband which

is

him.

stopped because of contraband.
to condemnation, because the contraband

neutral vessel

is

not liable
does' not reach the proportion specified in Article 40.
She can nevertheless be taken to a prize port in order
that she may receive there judgment relative to the contraband. This right of the captor appears excessive in
certain cases, if the slight importance which the contraband, (for instance, a case of guns or revolvers), may have
is compared with the heavy loss the turning out of her
course and detention during the time of the proceedings
may involve for the vessel. The question has, therefore,
been asked whether the right of the neutral vessel to
continue her voyage might not be admitted on condition
that the contraband articles be handed over to the captor,
who, on his part, might only refuse them for sufficient
is

reasons, for instance, the

bad

state of the sea,

would make transhipment impossible or
able suspicions as to the actual

difficult,

amount

which
reason-

of contraband

which the merchant vessel is carrying, the difficulty of
stowing the articles on board the warship, &c. This proposal did not win sufficient approval.
It was alleged
that it would be impossible to impose such an obligation
on the cruiser, for which this handing over would almost
always present disadvantages. If, by chance, it has
none, the cruiser will not refuse it, because she herself
will have the advantage of not being turned out of her
course by the necessity of taking the vessel to a port.
The principle of an obligation having thus been excluded,
it was decided to make a rule for the voluntary handing
over of the contraband, which, it is hoped, will be carried
out whenever possible, to the great advantage of both
parties.
The formalities provided for are very simple and
need no explanation.

A judgment of a prize court must be rendered as regards
the goods thus
21903—10

handed
7

over.

For

this reason the captor
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capteur doit se munir des papiers necessaires. On
pourrait concevoir qu'il y eut doute sur le caractere de
certains objets que le croiseur pretend 6tre de contrebande; le capitaine du navire de commerce conteste, mais

le

il

prefere les livrer pour avoir la faculte de continuer sa
II n'y a la qu'une saisie devant etre confirmee

route.

par

la juridiction des prises.

La contrebande

livree par le navire de

commerce peut

embarrasser le croiseur qui doit etre laisse libre de la
detruire au moment meme de la remise ou posterieurement.
Chapitre III.—DE L' A SSI STANCE

HOSTILE.

D'une maniere generale, on peut dire que le navire de
commerce qui manque a la neutrality, soit en transportant
de la contrebande de guerre, soit en violant un blocus,
fournit une assistance a Pennemi, et c'est a ce titre que
le belligerant au prejudice duquel il agit peut lui faire
subir certaines pertes.
Mais il y a des cas ou cette assistance hostile est particulierement caracterisee et qu'on
a juge necessaire de prevoir specialement.
On en a fait
deux categories d'apres la gravite du fait reproche au
navire neutre.
Dans les cas qui rentrent dans la premiere categorie
(article 45), le navire est confisque, et on lui applique le
traitement du navire sujet a confiscation pour transport
de contrebande. Cela signifie que le navire ne perd pas
sa qualite de neutre et a droit aux garanties admises
pour les navires neutres; par exemple, il ne pourrait etre
detruit par le capteur que dans les conditions etablies
pour les navires neutres (articles 48 et suivants) la regie
le pavilion couvre lamarchandise s' applique -en ce qui concerne la marchandise qui se trouve a bord.
Dans les cas plus graves qui appartiennent a la seconde
categorie (article 46), le navire est encore confisque; de
plus, il n'est pas traite seulement comme un navire confiscable comme porteur de contrebande, mais comme un
navire de commerce ennemi, ce qui entraine certaines
consequences. Le reglement sur la destruction des
prises neutres ne s'applique pas au navire, et, celui-ci
;

;

UNNEUTRAL
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SERVICE.

must be furnished with the necessary papers.

It

may

be supposed that there might be doubt as to the character
of certain articles which the cruiser holds to be contraband
the master of the merchant vessel denies this, but prefers
to deliver them in order to have the right to continue his
voyage. There is in this case only a capture which has
to be confirmed

by the

prize court.

The contraband deliverd by the merchant vessel may
hamper the cruiser, which must be left free to destroy it
at the

moment

of

handing over or

later.

Chapter III.— UNNEUTRAL SERVICE.

In a general way,

may

be said that the merchantvessel which violates neutrality, whether by carrying
contraband of war or by violating a blockade, affords
aid to the enemy, and it is on this ground that the belligerent to whose injury she acts may make her submit to cerBut there are cases where such unneutral
tain penalties.
service is particularly distinctive, and for which it has
been thought necessary to make special provision. These
have been divided into two classes according to the
gravity of the act charged against the neutral vessel.
In the cases included in the first class (Article 45), the
vessel is condemned, and receives the treatment of a vessel subject to condemnation for carrying contraband.
This means that the vessel does not lose her neutral character and is entitled to the rights conceded to neutral
vessels; for instance, she may not be destroyed by the
captor except under the conditions laid down for neutral
vessels (Articles 48 et seq.)
the rule that the flag covers
the goods applies to the goods which are on board.
it

;

In the more serious cases which belong to the second
class (Article 46), the vessel
ther, she

is

likewise

condemned;

fur-

treated not only as a vessel liable to condemnation for carrying contraband, but as an enemy
is

merchant vessel, which entails

settled consequences.

The

rule regarding the destruction of neutral prizes does not

apply to the

vessel, and, as she

has become an

enemy

